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One of the secrets to the success of No Starch Press is their passionate focus on developing titles that geeks care reading about on topics like hacking and computer security, open source, programming, LEGO, and STEM. Among their bestsellers are Python for Kids; Hacking: The Art of Exploitation; Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, The LEGO Architect, and the forthcoming The Hardware Hacker by one of the world’s most famous hardware hackers, Andrew “bunnie” Huang.

“We’ve been trailblazing since 1994,” said No Starch Press founder Bill Pollock. “For over 20 years our books have made technology more accessible as we strive to deliver carefully crafted titles that our readers want. We’re thrilled to be working with PRHPS to bring our books to a wider market, and excited by the possibilities!”

“No Starch Press fits uniquely in the PRHPS client portfolio,” said Jeff Abraham, President, PRHPS. “They are a market leader in their category with significant growth potential. We are delighted to be working with them to expand their reach.”

About No Starch Press

From deep in the heart of San Francisco’s start-up gulch, No Starch Press carefully crafts the finest in geek entertainment. The growing list of award-winning No Starch Press bestsellers covers topics like LEGO, hacking, STEM, programming, science, and math. Our titles have personality; our authors are passionate; and our books tackle topics that people care about.

About Penguin Random House Publisher Services

Penguin Random House Publisher Services, a Penguin Random House company, is the trade-book industry’s leading provider of sales and distribution services to premium third-party publishers. Its wide range of service offerings includes sales, warehousing, physical and digital distribution, credit and collection, marketing, and information technology. Its portfolio of clients includes National Geographic, Beacon Press, DC Comics, New York Review Books, Quirk Books and several dozen others.

www.prhpublisherservices.com